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Abstract:  The original A Farewell to Arms takes after more like a dramatization than the greater part of the books 

delivered in America. It comprises of five separate books, each partitioned into such countless scenes which 

thus partitioned into many segments which may be compared to organize bearing. Hemingway 

communicates his profound affections for the conflict injured individuals. The setting of the novel is simply 

the conflict. The sentiment of Fredric Henry and Catherine Barkley, their endeavor to get away from the 

conflict portrayed exhaustively with outlines. 
. 
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A Farewell to Arms was distributed in 1929. It frames some portion of Hemingway's first period of genuine 

and fruitful books. The significant worry of the writer is by all accounts the part of men in a general public 

furious about the brutality of war. The setting for the novel is simply the conflict. The sentiment of Fredric 

Henry and Catherine Barkley, their endeavor to get away from the conflict and its subsequent tumult, is a 

tale of 20th century man's disdain and bafflement at the disappointment of human advancement. The novel 

takes after more like a show than the majority of the books delivered in America. It comprises of five 

separate books, each partitioned into such countless scenes which thus partition into many areas which may 

be compared to organize heading.  

 

The issues presented in A Farewell to Arms are current and applicable to the current day American culture. 

Its subject is the quest for truth for moral guidelines to supplant those which appeared to be inconceivable 

under the conflict time conditions which it portrays. Hemingway legend is hypothetically, aloof in light of 

the fact that he is unified to nature through his hysteria, yet his specific issue as a rule has every one of the 

appearances of dynamic chasing.  

 

Lieutenant Frederic Henry was a youthful American connected to an Italian emergency vehicle unit on the 

Italian front. A hostile was soon to start, and when Henry got back to the front from leave he gained from 

his companion, Lieutenant Rinaldi, that a gathering of British attendants had shown up in his nonappearance 

to set up a British medical clinic unit. Rinaldi acquainted him with nurture Catherine Barkley. Between 

emergency vehicle excursions to clearing posts at the front, Henry approached Miss. Barkley. He loved the 

candid youthful English young lady in an easygoing kind of was, yet he was not in adoration with her. 

Before he left for the front to hold on for an assault, she gave him at St. Anthony decoration.  

 

"The following evening I went to approach Miss Barkley once more. She was not in the nursery and I went 

to the side entryway of the estate where the ambulances drove up. Inside I saw the head nurture, who said 

Miss Barkley was on the job "there's a conflict on, you know." (P-22) 

 

At the front, as Henry sand some Italian drivers were eating in a burrow, an Austrian shot detonated over 

them. "then, at that point there was a glimmer, as when an impact heater entryway is swung open, and a 

thunder that began white and went red without any end in sight in hurrying injury… ..I heard near me 

somebody saying, Mama Mia! Gracious! Mother Mia! I pulled and contorted and got my legs free at long 

last and turned around and contacted him" (p-58) Henry, severely injured in the legs, was taken to a field 

medical clinic, later he was moved to a clinic in Milan. Before the specialist had the option to see Henry in 

Milan, the medical caretakers denied his drinking wine, however he paid off a doorman to present to him an 

inventory which he kept taken cover behind his bed. Catherine Barkley went to the emergency clinic and 

Henry realized that he was infatuated with her. The specialists revealed to Henry that he would need to lie in 

bed a half year before they could work on his knee. Henry demanded seeing another specialist, who said that 

the activity could be played out the following day. In the interim, Catherine figured out how to be with 
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Henry continually. After his activity, Henry convalesced in Millan with Catherine Barkley as his orderly. 

Together they feasted in far removed cafés, and together they rode about the field in a carriage. Henry was 

fretful and desolate at evenings and Catherine frequently went to his medical clinic room.  

 

"We strolled down the steps as opposed to taking the lift. The rug on the steps was worn. I had paid for the 

supper when it came up and the server, who had brought it" … . We should as say great by." "I can't go in? "  

 

"No" "Great by, Cat."(P-168)  

 

Summer passed into fall. Henry's injury had mended and he was because of take improving leave on 

October. He and Catherine, wanted to spend the leave together, however he caught jaundice before he could 

leave the medical clinic. The head nurture blamed him for welcoming on the jaundice by drink, to try not to 

be sent back to the front. Before he left for the front, Henry and Catherine remained together in lodging; as 

of now she had uncovered to him that she was pregnant. Henry got back to the front with requests to stack 

his three ambulances with clinic hardware and go south into the valley. Assurance was at low ebb. Rinaldi 

appreciated the work which had been done on the knee and seen that Henry behaved like a wedded man. 

War exhaustion was all-unavoidable. At the front, the Italians having discovered that German divisions had 

supported the Austrians, started their horrendous retreat from Caporetto. Henry drove one of the ambulances 

stacked with emergency clinic supplies. During the retreat south, the rescue vehicle was held up a few times 

by carts, weapons and trucks which expanded introduced lines for a significant distance. Henry got two 

straying, Italian sergeants. During the night the retreat was ended in the downpour for quite a long time.  

 

At dawn Henry cut out of the long queue and drove across country trying to arrive at undine by side streets. 

The emergency vehicle stalled out in a sloppy side street. The sergeants chose to leave, yet Henry requested 

that they assist with dislodging the feline from the mud. They declined and ran. Henry shot and injured one; 

the other got away across the fields. An Italian rescue vehicle corpsman with Henry shot the injured 

sergeant through the rear of the head. Henry and his three companions struck out by walking for Udine. On 

a scaffold, Henry saw a German staff vehicle and German bike troops getting another extension over a 

similar stream. Inside sight of Udine, one of Henry's gatherings was killed by an Italian rifleman. The others 

stow away in an outbuilding until it appeared to be protected to circle around Undine and join the standard 

of the retreat toward the Tagliamento River. 

At that point the Italian armed force was only a distracted horde. Troopers were tossing down their arms and 

officials were cutting badge of rank from their sleeves. Toward the finish of a long wooden scaffold across 

the Tagliamento Military Carabinari were holding onto all officials, giving them drum head preliminaries, 

and executing them by the stream bank. Henry was confined, yet in the corner of night he broke free, dove 

into the stream, and got away on a log. " We were nearly across. At the furthest finish of the extension there 

were officials and carabinieri remaining on the two sides blazing lights. I saw them outlined against the 

horizon." (p-237) He crossed the Venetian plain of foot, then, at that point hopped abroad a cargo train and 

rode to Milan, where he went to the medical clinic wherein he had been a patient. There her discovered that 

the English medical attendants had gone to Stresa. During the retreat from Caporetta Henry had made his 

goodbye to arms. He acquired non military personnel garments from an American companion in Milan and 

passed via train to Stresa, where he met Catherine, who was on leave. The barkeep of the inn in which 

Henry was remaining cautioned Henry that specialists were intending to capture him for portrayal the 

following morning; he offered his boat through which Henry and Catherine could disappear to Switzerland. 

Henry paddled the entire evening. By morning his hands were crude to the point that he could scarcely 

remain to contact the paddles. Over his fights, Catherine took a turn at the paddling. They arrived at 

Switzerland securely and were captured. Henry told the police that he was a games man who appreciated 

paddling and that he had come to Switzerland for the colder time of year sports. The substantial travel 

papers and the sufficient assets that Henry and Catherine had saved them from genuine issue with the 

specialists.  

 

At the point when the ideal opportunity for Catherine's containment drew nearer, she and Henry went to 

Lausanne to be almost a medical clinic. They intended to return Montretous in the spring. At the emergency 

clinic Catherine's agonies made the specialist utilize a stylish on her. Twilight of enduring she was conveyed 

of a dead child. The medical attendant sent Henry out to grab a bite. At the point when he returned to the 

clinic. He inclined that Catherine had a discharge. He went into the room and remained with her until she 

passed on. There was nothing he could do, on one he could back to, no spot he could go, Catherine was 

dead. He left the medical clinic and strolled back to his inn in obscurity. It was coming down. Hemingway 
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in a meeting with George Plimton of The Paris Review told that, “I revamped the closure of (A) Farewell to 

Arms, its last page, multiple times before I was fulfilled." He accepted exhortation from others at the end of 

the day he finished up the novel with these last lines: 

“But after I had got (the nurses) out and shut  

 The door and turned off the light it wasn’t any 

Good. It was like saying good-bye to a statue. 

After a while I went out and left the hospital 

and walked back to the hotel in the rain.” (P-335) 

 

 

There is a series of activities in the novel which reveal meaninglessness of human life in the background of 

war with all its brutality and violence. It is highly ironical that Henry retains hope that Catherine would 

survive, till the last moment of her death. In the catastrophic death of her, he understands the truth of life. 

Throughout the novel Henry’s aspiration is followed by exasperation either in matter of war, lover or death 

and renders his actions rather ironical.  
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